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Color changes in beef meat during pan cooking:
kinetics, modeling and application to predict turn
over time
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Abstract The kinetics of heat-induced color changes in beef meat was deter-

mined and implemented in a numerical model for double-sided pan cooking of

steak. The CIELab color space was used to obtain the lightness (coordinate L∗)

and the reddish tone (coordinate a∗) of the cooked meat. L∗ was the CIELab

coordinate that contributed the most to the change in the absolute color. Two

response surfaces were found to describe the evolution with time and temperature

of both color coordinates, L∗ and a∗. The model results were successfully verified

with experimental data of the two coordinates along the thickness of the meat for

three degrees of cooking. The Root Mean Squared Errors (RMSE) for coordinate

L∗ were 5.17 (very rare), 2.02 (medium rare) and 3.83 (done), and for coordinate

a∗ 1.44 (very rare), 1.26 (medium rare) and 0.89 (done). The applicability of the

model for practical cooking purposes was illustrated by determining the optimum

turn over time to achieve a similar color profile on both sides of the meat. The

turn over time depended on the desired degrees of cooking, and were comprised
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between one-half and two-thirds of the final cooking time, increasing from very

rare cooking degree to done cooking degree.

Keywords Color · Cooking · Beef meat · Finite elements · Food model · Kinetic

model

1 Introduction

The color of beef as a parameter to establish the final time of cooking is highly

questioned since color depends on many factors. For example, high pH, modified

atmosphere packaging, rapid thawing and low fat content can prolong the charac-

teristic redness of raw meat; in contrast, brownish hues may appear prematurely

in meat which has been frozen in bulk, thawed for a long time or packed in oxygen-

rich packaging [1, 2]. To guarantee microbiological safety, the cooking times for

meat should be based on temperature. The United States Department of Agricul-

ture, USDA, recommends a temperature of at least 62.8 ◦C for steaks and a rest

time of three minutes before eating. However, preferences from the point of view

of consumer sensory perception may not coincide with safe temperatures [3]. In

a domestic environment, meat color is still used to define the degree of doneness.

Thermometers are usually employed when the meat is baked, but not when cook-

ing by contact with a hot surface [4, 5]. In this type of cooking, it is not easy to

accurately measure the temperature in the center of the meat. A deviation of ± 1

mm in the temperature sensor position can cause temperature changes of 3-5 ◦C

[6, 7]. For practical domestic cooking purposes it would be very interesting to know

the evolution of color inside the meat. This information, as a complement to the

temperature data, would allow a better approximation to the degree of doneness

desired by the consumer. The relationship between cooking time, temperature and

color of the meat depends on many factors such as the pH [8, 9], the source of

the meat [10], the water holding capacity [11], the packaging conditions [2] or the

cooking method [12]. Those factors influencing the internal color of cooked meats

have been recently reviewed by [13]. Despite the difficulties posed by these factors,

color changes caused by heating can be quantified by chemical reaction kinetics

in the same way as for other quality attributes [14, 15] or meat properties such as

water content [6]. To the best of our knowledge, the kinetics of color change by the
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heating of beef meat has not been clearly defined. There are some studies such as

that of [16] in which the variation of the CIELab coordinate a∗ is described, but

this does not include changes in lightness; or that of [17] in which no data below

65 ◦C are shown. The kinetic equations linked to a computational model would

allow simulation of the evolution of meat color during cooking and the application

of the model to help with practical cooking. This is a challenge since pan cooking

modeling is complex mainly due to the difficulty of quantifying the heat transfer

between the hot surface and the meat, and the need to turn the meat over. These

key aspects have not been contemplated in the above-mentioned studies since they

correspond to oven cooking.

The main objectives of this work were: i) to determine the kinetics of thermal

color changes in beef meat, ii) to define and validate a coupled heat and mass

transfer model capable of describing the evolution of beef color during domestic

pan cooking which includes the turn over process, and iii) to predict the turning

over time for the meat from model simulations to achieve a similar color profile

throughout the thickness of the meat. To make the results as useful as possible,

the kinetic study was carried out with beef under three different conservation con-

ditions (fresh, refrigerated and frozen), and the model was experimentally verified

for three degrees of doneness.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Material and properties

Three Longissimus dorsi muscles from 1-year-old Asturiana de los Valles heifers

were acquired in a local market 7 days post mortem. Nine 17 mm thick steaks

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis were cut from the middle part of each loin

for pan cooking. The resulting twenty seven steaks were individually placed in zip

lock bags and distributed in three homogeneous batches. One batch was frozen and

stored for 7 days at -20 ◦C (frozen) and another was kept refrigerated at 4 ◦C for

7 days (refrigerated) using in both cases a KGN36VW35 Combi Bosch household

refrigerator (BSH, Munich, Germany). The third batch was cooked on the day of

acquisition (fresh).
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For color kinetics determination, eighty steaks with a thickness of 4 mm were

cut from different longitudinal positions of the middle part of each loin. These

fillets, in turn, were cut into pieces of approximately 8 g to ensure uniform and

fast heating. In addition, for each conservation condition, samples were taken from

the 17 mm thick steaks for moisture determination and pH measurement.

2.1.1 Moisture content

The moisture content of the meat was determined by measuring the weight loss

of 5 g samples after drying in a convection oven at 105 ◦C for 16–24 h, using the

Association of Official Analytical Chemists (AOAC) method 950.46. Five samples

were analyzed for each conservation condition and the results were expressed as g

of water per 100 g of sample.

2.1.2 pH

A Basic 20+ Crison pH-meter (Hach, Loveland, EE.UU.) equipped with a pene-

trating electrode was used to measure, just before cooking, the pH of the meat in

each one of five replicates for each conservation condition.

2.1.3 Color

For the determination of the color kinetics, the pieces of meat were placed in plas-

tic bags and immersed in a thermostatic water bath (Digiterm S-150, JP Selecta,

Abrera, Spain). They were kept for times from 10 s to 30 min at a given tem-

perature from 30 to 130 ◦C before being cooled in iced water for 10 min. In the

100-130 ◦C range, sunflower oil was used as a heating fluid in order to avoid the

limitations caused by the evaporation temperature of the water (100 ◦C). The

color was determined by digital image analysis. The images were acquired with a

Canon Scan Lide 210 (Canon, Tokyo, Japan) at 600 dpi resolution, and stored in

JPEG format using the Canon MP Navigator EX 4.0 software. They were then

processed with Matrox Inspector 8.0 software (Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd,

Dorval, Canada). Calibration of the digital system was performed using the UNE

48-103-94 Spanish color norm. The correspondence between CIELab coordinates
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(L∗, a∗ and b∗) and RGB values were calculated using a quadratic model [18].

Five replicates were analyzed for each time, temperature and storage condition.

2.2 Cooking procedure

Frozen steaks were thawed at 4 ◦C for 24 h inside the refrigerator and all the

samples were tempered to 20 ◦C before cooking. Each steak was cut to obtain three

pieces of approximately 43.7 ± 6.7 g, 81 ± 21 mm long, 26 ± 1 mm wide and 17 ± 2

mm high, see Fig. 1.a.. The pieces were individually cooked in a forged aluminum

pan with a Teflon platinum non-stick coating of 210 mm in diameter (WMF,

WMF Group GmbH, Geislingen an der Steige, Germany) placed on an induction

hob using the frying sensor at level 5 (BOSCH Schott Ceran PXY675DW4E/01

model, BSH, Munich, Germany). The meat was placed in the pan when the images

taken with an infrared thermal camera (875-2 model, Testo, Lenzkirch, Germany)

indicated that the surface of the pan had reached a temperature of 215 ± 3 ◦C

(Fig. 1.b.). The meat was cooked to three degrees of doneness: very rare, medium

rare and done, which corresponded to cooking times of 180 s, 300 s and 420 s

respectively. The samples were turned over at two thirds of the total cooking time.

Nine pieces were cooked for each degree of doneness and storage condition. Four

of them were used to measure the evolution of the temperature in the center of

the pieces by a penetration T type, 1.5 mm diameter thermocouple connected to

a data logger (177-T4, Testo, Lenzkirch, Germany) and five to measure the meat

weight loss during cooking using a balance (DS30K0.1L, Kern & Sohn, Balinger-

Frommern, Germany) on which the induction hob was placed. Two minutes after

cooking, the pieces used to measure the weight loss were longitudinally cut, and

then scanned following the same procedure as described in section 2.1. CIELab

values were obtained at 21 different points along the thickness of the central region

of the sample.

[Fig. 1 about here.]
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2.3 Numerical simulation using a finite element method

The model developed with the software COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2a in [7] has been

used to predict the color evolution in beef meat caused by pan cooking. This model

(Fig. 2) reproduces the experimental tests and only a quarter of the pan and the

meat due to the symmetry was considered. It is capable of reproducing the moment

of turning over the steak by activating and deactivating the boundary conditions

on the top and bottom surfaces related to the pan contact. The dimensions of the

piece of meat and the pan were set as in the experimental tests, as well as the

three cooking times for the different degrees of doneness.

In order to reproduce the cooking process (Fig. 1.c) and to obtain numeri-

cally the color acquired by the meat during cooking, a mathematical model which

describes the physics underlying the main process is required.

The mathematical model reported in [7], in which the pan-cooking of beef was

described as a flow and transport problem in a deforming solid matrix during

thermal processing has been used in this study. The same considerations have

been made, including the three physical phenomena which govern the problem:

solid mechanics, heat transfer and mass transfer. The meat was considered as

a continuum biphasic liquid-solid porous material, with the two phases having

the same temperature at a given location, in which the solid matrix remained

saturated. The moisture flows due to the swelling pressure caused by the shrinkage

of the meat fibers and connective tissue.

In case of solid mechanics, the behavior of the meat during the cooking process

has been approximated using the isotropic Neo-Hookean material model, in which

the strain energy density function (Ψs (Cs)) is defined as:

Ψs (Cs) = Ψs(Js, C̄s) =
K

2
(Js − 1)2 +

G′

2

(
Ī1 − 3

)
(1)

where K, and G′ are the bulk and the shear elastic modulus, Js is the Jacobian

of the motion and Ī1 = trC̄s is the first invariant of the modified (deviatoric) right

Cauchy-Green tensor (C̄s).
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The heat transfer process inside the meat has been modeled using the energy

balance equation for the entire product, as in [7]:

(ρCp)
∂T

∂t
+ (nf · ∇(Cp,wT )) = ∇ · (kp∇T ) (2)

where ρ is the product density, Cp and Cp,w are the specific heat of the product

and the water, respectively, whereas kp is the thermal conductivity of the product,

and nf is the water mass flux.

The mass conservation equation is:

∂φf ρ̄f
∂t

+∇ ·
(
φfρfvs

)
= ∇ · (Df∇ (φf ρ̄f ) +Df,T∇T ) (3)

where φf is the volume fraction for the liquid phase, ρf is the intrinsic density

of the fluid phase, vs corresponds to the absolute velocity of the solid phase,

Df = ρf
κ
µϑ is the diffusivity due to the water gradient concentration and Df,T =

ρf
κ
µϑ

∂ρf,eq
∂T is the diffusivity due to the temperature gradient, ρf being the density

of the fluid phase, κ the permeability of the medium, µ its dynamic viscosity, and

ϑ a constant of proportionality.

The heat flow between the pan and the meat has been simulated, taking into

account the boundary conditions. The contact equation and the heat transfer

general equation are defined as:

−kpan
∂T

∂z

∣∣∣∣
zpan=0

= −kp
∂T

∂z

∣∣∣∣
zmeat=0

= Hc (Tpan − Tsurf ) (4)

qsurf = h(Tamb − Tsurf )− λnf,surf − nfCp,wT ·Nsurf (5)

where Tpan , Tsurf are the temperature of the pan and the temperature of the

meat on the surface where the boundary condition is being evaluated, respectively.

kpan is the conductivity of the pan and Nsurf is the normal vector to the surface.Hc

is the thermal conductance between both surfaces and h is the thermal convection

coefficient. Tamb is the temperature of the air surrounding the meat, λ is the

latent heat of vaporization and nf,surf the magnitude of the evaporation flux. On

the surface in contact with the pan, the evaporation of water and the dripping

have been considered (equation 5). On the upper face of the meat, neither of
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these phenomena occur (only the first term of equation 5 is applied), while on the

side wall of the meat only dripping has been taken into consideration (first and

third therms of equation 5 are considered). The parameters and variables used in

the model retain the same values as in [7]. The model was able to reproduce the

evolution of the temperature in the central point of the meat and the loss of water

registered in the experimental tests for different degrees of cooking.

[Fig. 2 about here.]

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Experimental determination of color kinetics

The color of the beef changes during heating from red to light brown passing

through pink and grayish, and these variations are reflected in the new scanned

CIELab coordinates. Fig. 3 shows, for fresh samples, the evolution of the coordi-

nates L∗, a∗, and b∗ with the heating time at different temperatures expressed as

normalized parameters relative to their initial values (L∗o= 45.23 ± 0.99, a∗o=13.55

± 0.63 and b∗o=12.92 ±0.71). The lightness, L∗, at temperatures below 60 ◦C, in-

creases with time until it stabilizes, while at higher temperatures the lightness

rises quickly to a maximum and subsequently decreases until it levels off at a

value lower than this maximum. At temperatures above 100 ◦C, the lightness sta-

bilizes at lower values, even lower than the initial one. Regarding the coordinate

a∗, no changes were observed for temperatures below 45 ◦C. At higher temper-

atures the values of a∗ follow a trend similar to coordinate L∗ (lightness); after

a slight increase in the initial instants, a decrease towards an equilibrium value

(always lower than the initial one) is observed due to the loss of the characteristic

red hue of the raw meat. Above 100 ◦C, the coordinate a∗ does not reach a max-

imum, but decreases with time until reaching an equilibrium value that is lower

as the temperature increases. The b∗ coordinate during the warm-up time shows

minor changes from the initial values without a clear trend.

The redness of the meat is associated with the heme proteins, and the loss dur-

ing heating of the characteristic redness of raw meat is related to the denaturation

of myoglobin and hemoglobin that occurs at 65-80 ◦C [19]. However, the change
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in the color of the meat during its heating can not be explained exclusively by

this. The greatest contribution to absolute color change is provided by lightness

rather than by redness [20], as can be seen from the data in Fig. 3, especially at

temperatures below 60 ◦C. The increase in luminosity can be explained by the

structural changes that meat undergoes during heating which modify the scatter-

ing of the light. The gaps generated between the fibers due to the muscle and

myofibril shrinkage caused by protein denaturation, reduction of the water hold-

ing capacity and disruption of the sarcolemma, are some key structural changes

that increase the reflected light [11]. The lightness changes which occur during

heating are similar to the results found by [17] for beef meat at 66, 98 and 205

◦C. However, the evolution of the redness differs from that obtained by [16] since

the coordinate a∗ decreased over time for all temperatures to reach a plateau at

long cooking times. This could be described with a single fractional conversion

first–order kinetics. However, in the cited work data are not available at times

shorter than 2.5 min, being at those times when the increase in redness occurs.

[Fig. 3 about here.]

3.2 Influence of the domestic storage conditions on meat color

The moisture content of the raw samples was 74.61± 0.58 %, 74.10± 0.65 % and

72.29 ± 0.77 % for the fresh, refrigerated and frozen samples, respectively. This

means that during the defrosting process, the frozen meat lost 3.1 % of its water

content compared to fresh meat, while the refrigeration hardly affected it.

The CIELab coordinates values of the raw samples just before heat treatment

(L∗0, a∗0, b∗0) for fresh, refrigerated and frozen meat were, respectively: 45.23±0.99,

46.43±0.50 and 45.44±0.51 for L∗0, 13.55±0.63, 13.27±0.30 and 13.11±0.28 for a∗0

and 12.92±0.71, 13.14±0.25 and 13.87±0.42 for b∗0. Refrigeration or freezing, in the

evaluated conditions, hardly influenced the color of the raw meat. There were no

significant differences in redness between the three conditions (p > 0.05) indicating

that the rate of oxidation at which oxymyoglobin changed into metmyoglobin was

slow during the storage time [21]. On the other hand, the percentage of denatured

myoglobin in beef muscle when heated is pH dependent, decreasing at high pH

[9]. In this case, there were no significant differences (p > 0.05) in pH between the
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conditions before heat treatment: 5.64±0.05, 5.62±0.07, 5.63±0.05 for the fresh,

refrigerated and frozen samples, respectively.

The absolute color evolution, ∆E∗, was calculated for fresh, refrigerated and

frozen meat from the data of raw (L∗o, a
∗
o, b
∗
o) and thermally treated samples (L∗,

a∗, b∗) using the following expression for the three storage conditions:

∆E∗ =
√

(L∗o − L∗)2 + (a∗o − a∗)2 + (b∗o − b∗)2 (6)

∆E∗ data at different times and temperatures are shown in Fig. 4. The absolute

color follows the same trend as the lightness, indicating that this is the CIELab

coordinate that changes the most during heating. The absolute color evolution for

the refrigerated or frozen samples was similar to that of fresh meat. Differences

in absolute color between the conditions were small, ∆E∗ < 1 at practically all

times and temperatures, indicating that they were not visually detectable [22].

Therefore, color kinetics obtained from fresh samples could be applied to predict

color changes during cooking regardless of the domestic preservation method used,

if the tested conditions are similar to those presented here.

[Fig. 4 about here.]

3.3 Kinetic modeling

By similarity to a chemical reaction, the evolution of L∗ and a∗ with time and

temperature could be described by two successive fractional conversion first-order

reactions (see A).

However, the kinetic parameters thus obtained (see Tables A.1 and A.2 in the

annex) did not show a clear trend with temperature (for example, the kinetic

constants did not follow an Arrhenius-type dependence) that would allow a con-

tinuous function to be obtained that could be easily implemented in the finite

element model. Consequently, another alternative was proposed to describe the

evolution of L∗ and a∗. With the experimental results, a response surface of each

of the coordinates against time and temperature has been fitted.

Fig. 5 shows these response surfaces. Eqs. 7 and 8 have been used in the finite

element model in order to calculate the coordinates L∗ and a∗ as a function of
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the maximum temperature reached at each point of the meat and the time these

points remain at that temperature.

[Fig. 5 about here.]

The equation which represents the response surface of coordinate L∗ is a five-

degree polynomial function for temperature T (◦C) and linear for time t(min):

L∗

L∗o
= L00 + L10 · T + L01 · t+ L20 · T 2

+L11 · T · t+ L30 · T 3 + L21 · T 2 · t+ L40 · T 4

+L31 · T 3 · t+ L50 · T 5 + L41 · T 4 · t

(7)

An R-square of 0.9661 corresponds to this adjustment. The coefficients of equa-

tion 7 are shown in Table 1:

[Table 1 about here.]

Meanwhile, in the case of coordinate a∗ this surface is represented by a poly-

nomial function of degree five for both temperature T (◦C) and time t(min):

a∗

a∗o
= a00 + a10 · T + a01 · t+ a20 · T 2 + a11 · T · t+ a02 · t2

+a30 · T 3 + a21 · T 2 · t+ a12 · T · t2 + a03 · t3

+a40 · T 4 + a31 · T 3 · t+ a22 · T 2 · t2 + a13 · T · t3

+a04 · t4 + a50 · T 5 + a41 · T 4 · t+ a32 · T 3 · t2

+a23 · T 2 · t3 + a14 · T · t4 + a05 · t5

(8)

Regarding the goodness of the fit, a R-square of 0.9184 was obtained. The

coefficients of equation 8 are shown in Table 2:

[Table 2 about here.]

3.4 Validation of the computational model for color prediction

The kinetic model was coupled to the heat and mass transfer model to simulate

the change of color during the process. Experimental values of coordinates L∗ and
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a∗ along the thickness of the pieces of beef were collected with the purpose of

comparing them with the numerical results. This comparison is shown in Fig. 6

and Fig. 7. The predictions are in good agreement with the experimental data: the

Root Mean Squared Errors, RMSE, for coordinate L∗ are 5.17 (very rare), 2.02

(medium rare) and 3.83 (done), and for coordinate a∗ are 1.44 (very rare), 1.26

(medium rare) and 0.89 (done). In this manner, this validation allowed the model

to be verified and the assumptions made to be considered appropriate.

[Fig. 6 about here.]

[Fig. 7 about here.]

3.5 Evolution of color during cooking for different turn over times

Fig. 8 shows digital images of the different cooking degrees for the final time of

cooking. For short cooking times, two zones can be visually distinguished in these

images: a central one with slightly higher luminosity and redness than raw meat

(L∗ around 55 and a∗ between 14 and 15, see Fig. 7 and 6), and another narrow

area close to the surface in which the meat has lost its characteristic redness (a∗

lower than 13.5). For longer cooking times, the thickness of the area where the meat

loses its characteristic red hue increases, acquiring more intense grayish-brownish

tones (the a∗ coordinate in this area drops down to 8), while the luminosity of the

central area reaches higher values (L∗ between 65 and 70).

Once the model has been validated, it is possible to know the evolution of the

meat color over time and determine the turn over time of the meat for which the

degree of cooking on both sides of the meat would be similar; that is, to achieve a

symmetrical distribution of the two areas that are visually appreciated throughout

the thickness of the meat. To obtain more qualitative results, a conversion to RGB

coordinates has been made from coordinates L∗ and a∗, considering the coordinate

b∗ constant with a value equal to that of raw meat. These calculations were done

using the open source ColorMine software. In this way, the color of the meat has

been recreated for different instants and turn over times (Fig. 9). Similar to what

was observed visually in the photographs of the meat (Fig. 8), an area near the

surface can be distinguished in which increasingly brownish tones appear over time

and also a central area with increasing luminosity over time.
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[Fig. 8 about here.]

[Fig. 9 about here.]

As a consequence of these color changes of the meat during the cooking process,

the absolute color (∆E∗) at the end of the cooking process in the central zone of

the meat is at a minimum for the very rare and a maximum for the done degrees

of cooking. In Fig. 10 the absolute color at the end of the cooking throughout the

thickness of the meat is shown for different turning times and cooking degrees. For

the very rare condition, the absolute color in the center of the meat has hardly

changed with respect to the raw meat (∆E∗ around 2), while as we approach

both extremes, the absolute color increases, reaching a maximum value, and then

decreases sharply in the outermost area of the meat. For the medium rare and done

degrees of cooking, the absolute color profile is similar, but the absolute color in

the center of the meat is between 7 and 15 for medium rare and around 21 for

done. In all cases, the points within the meat in which the absolute color begins

to decrease depends on the turn over time.

[Fig. 10 about here.]

In Fig. 11 the final appearance of the color in the interior of the meat is

recreated as described above for different degrees of cooking and turn over times.

The positions in which the absolute color begins to decrease (obtained from the

model results) are indicated with a blue line and the distance of those points to

the edge of the meat is also indicated. As can be observed, for short cooking times

(very rare), a product with a similar doneness on both sides is achieved when turn

over occurs half way through the total cooking time. For the medium rare and

done degrees of cooking, the symmetry in color is achieved when the turn over

time is three fifths and two thirds of the total cooking time, respectively.

[Fig. 11 about here.]

4 Conclusions

Changes in the color of beef during cooking are usually identified by the transi-

tion from reddish to brownish tones associated with the modifications suffered by
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heme proteins. However, in this study luminosity was the color coordinate that

contributed the most to the change in absolute color, confirming the importance

of structural changes that modify the dispersion of light in the color of cooked

meat. The evolution of the CIELab coordinates, L∗ and a∗, during beef cooking

has been described by means of a response surface method which has allowed the

implementation of beef color changes in a computational model [7]. The different

conditions of conservation tested (fresh, refrigerated and frozen), typical in the

domestic environment, did not influence the evolution of the absolute color of the

meat during the heat treatment sufficiently to be visually appreciated, so that in

these conditions the kinetics obtained were able to be applied.

The proposed 3D mathematical model considers the heat and moisture trans-

fer phenomena, simultaneously with the meat deformation, during the two-sided

pan cooking of beef, and has the kinetics of color change linked to it. The model

allowed us to adequately predict the color changes of the meat as shown by the

good agreement between the numerical and experimental results for the three de-

grees of doneness tested. The profile of the luminosity along the thickness depends

on the degree of doneness, being at a minimum in the center for short cooking

times (very rare) and at a maximum for longer cooking times (medium rare and

done). However, in all cases, there is a decrease in the value of the luminosity,

and consequently of the absolute color, at points close to the surface. The loca-

tion of these points depends on the time at which the meat has been turned over.

The applicability of the model for practical cooking purposes has been illustrated

by the calculation of the turn over time so that the steaks are cooked evenly on

both sides. Depending on the degree of doneness desired, the turn over time would

change.
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Annex

A Kinetic model

The changes in food attributes by thermal treatments can be expressed by a kinetic model

[23], Eq. A.1 and A.2:

dQ

dt
= −k(Q−Q∞)n, Q0 ≥ Q ≥ Q∞ (A.1)

dQ

dt
= k(Q∞ −Q)n, Q0 ≤ Q ≤ Q∞ (A.2)

where Q is the measured coordinate, t is time, n is the reaction order (mostly n=0, 1 or 2),

Q∞ is the final non zero equilibrium quality value and k is the reaction rate constant, which

is temperature dependent, usually expressed by the Arrhenius equation Eq. A.3:

k = k0exp(
−Ea
RT

) (A.3)

where T (◦C) is the absolute temperature, k0 is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the

activation energy and R is the universal gas constant (8.31 J/molK).

However, the evolution with time of the L∗ and a∗ color coordinates during the thermal

treatment of beef cannot be described by a single reaction taking into account that these

coordinates reach a maximum (Fig. 3). The changes in L∗ and a∗ during the cooking of beef

were assumed to be those of the intermediate attribute, Q, involved in two successive reactions

according to the following scheme:

R
k1−−→ Q

k2−−→ P

t = 0 R0 Q0 P0

t =∞ R∞ Q∞ P∞

where Ro, Qo and Po were the initial values of the attributes R,Q and P , and R∞, Q∞

and P∞ were the final non-zero equilibrium quality values after long heating times.

Therefore, the evolution of L∗ and a∗ with time and temperature was described by a

kinetics model based on two successive fractional conversion first-order reactions, Eqs. A.4

and A.5.

L∗

L∗0
= 1 + (

L∗∞
L∗0
− 1)(1− e−k2 t) +

k1(R0 −R∞)

L∗0(k2 − k1)
(e−k1 t − e−k2 t) (A.4)

a∗

a∗0
= 1 + (

a∗∞
a∗0
− 1)(1− e−k2 t) +

k1(R0 −R∞)

a∗0(k2 − k1)
(e−k1 t − e−k2 t) (A.5)
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Where, L∞ and a∞ and are the values of the coordinates at infinite time, k1 and k2

(min−1) are the rate constants, t (min) is the time, and Ro-R∞ is the reactant consumed in

the first reaction. The kinetic parameters were obtained by minimization of the sum of squared

differences between calculated and experimental values using the Levenberg–Marquardt al-

gorithm. Table A.1 and A.2 show the estimated kinetic parameters for both color CIELab

coordinates. The color degradation rate constants increased with the temperature but this

dependence could not be accurately described by the Arrhenius equation. In all cases, the

coefficient of determination (R2) was greater than 0.9469, indicating that the kinetic model

proposed was suitable to describe the thermal degradation of the beef color.

[Table A.1 about here.]

[Table A.2 about here.]

Fig A.1 shows the adjustment of the kinetic model described in this annexed with the

experimental results described in section 3.1, for a∗/a∗o and L∗/L∗o, and for different temper-

atures.

[Fig. A.1 about here.]
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1 a) Samples of beef steak for the pan cooking procedure, b) experimental setup for
temperature and weight loss measurement during the cooking process and c) final moment of
cooking for a done degree of doneness.
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Fig. 2 Finite element model and results obtained for temperature and water loss for a done
degree of doneness.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3 Experimental values for a) L∗/L∗o, b) a∗/a∗o and c) b∗/b∗o over time and for different
temperatures.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4 Absolute color, ∆E∗, evolution with heating time and temperature for a) fresh, b)
refrigerated and c) frozen beef.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5 a) Response surface for L∗

L∗o
, b) Response surface for a∗

a∗o
.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 6 Experimental and numerical results for coordinate L∗ at a) very rare, b) medium rare
and c) done degrees of cooking.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 7 Experimental and numerical results for coordinate a∗ at a) very rare, b) medium rare
and c) done degrees of cooking.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8 Experimental color for the final time of cooking of a) very rare, b) medium rare and
c) done degrees of cooking. Turn over at two thirds of the total cooking time.
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Fig. 9 Evolution of the meat color along its thickness over time and depending on the turn
over time.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 10 Evolution of absolute color, E∗, along meat thickness over time and depending on
the turn over time for a) very rare, b) medium rare and c) done degrees of cooking.
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Fig. 11 Final color of the meat for each turn over time in case of a) very rare, b) medium rare
and c) done degree of cooking. Blue lines indicate the positions in which the absolute color
begins to decrease. Lower side of the meat in the figure was put in contact with the pan firstly.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. A.1 Adjustment of the kinetic model for a) L∗/L∗o and b) a∗/a∗o for different tempera-
tures.



32 TABLES

L00 1.451 L10 0.06499 L01 -0.01141
L20 -0.315 L11 -0.00843 L30 0.06247
L21 -0.009398 L40 0.08047 L31 -0.006208
L50 -0.02618 L41 0.004121

Table 1 Coefficients for eq. 7.
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a00 0.9453 a10 -0.1039 a01 -0.1819
a20 0.06826 a11 -0.001362 a02 0.03775
a30 -0.05929 a21 0.1845 a12 0.07191
a03 0.03524 a40 -0.03432 a31 0.01048
a22 0.03851 a13 -0.04799 a04 -0.05117
a50 0.01798 a41 -0.03213 a32 -0.00261
a23 -0.04949 a14 -0.005256 a05 0.02642

Table 2 Coefficients for eq. 8.
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Temperature (◦C) n =
L∗∞
L∗0

m = R0−R∞
L∗0

k1 (min−1) k2 (min−1) R2

30 1 0.0383±0.0044 0.0014±0.0004 0 0.9469
40 1 0.0906±0.0032 0.0027±0.0004 0 0.9799
45 1 0.1642±0.0033 0.0031±0.0002 0 0.9944
50 1 0.3095±0.0057 0.0053±0.0.0004 0 0.9934
55 1 0.3339±0.0098 0.0123±0.0017 0 0.9731
60 1.2684±0.2263 0.4287±0.0112 0.0305±0.0051 0.0004±0.0009 0.9887
70 1.4320±0.0062 0.5541±0.0086 0.1100±0.0128 0.0036±0.0011 0.9656
80 1.4244±0.0068 0.5342±0.0179 0.1527±0.0417 0.0163±0.0082 0.9687
90 1.4172±0.0022 0.4462±0.0063 0.2009±0.0212 0.0163±0.0080 0.9977

Table A.1 Kinetic parameters of thermal degradation of lightness L∗ for beef.
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Temperature (◦C) n =
a∗∞
a∗0

m = R0−R∞
a∗0

k1 (min−1) k2 (min−1) R2

45 1.0208±0.0270 0.1885±0.0740 0.0027±0.0031 0.0027±0.0006 0.98644
50 0.8810±0.0093 0.2467±0.0286 0.0029±0.0003 0.0029±0.0093 0.9949
55 0.8436±0.0411 1.1803±0.1220 0.0017±0.0010 0.0050±0.0026 0.9759
60 0.7669±0.0058 3.8473±0.6705 0.0037±0.0.0003 0.0328±0.0043 0.9970
70 0.7820±0.0024 4.3628±0.4253 0.0041±0.0002 0.0451±0.0035 0.9992
80 0.7945±0.0014 3.9168±0.2684 0.0042±0.0001 0.0484±0.0026 0.9996
90 0.7866±0.0025 5.4333±0.6253 0.0050±0.0002 0.0735±0.0066 0.9989

Table A.2 Kinetic parameters of thermal degradation of redness a∗ for beef.


